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Abstract
This paper considers the problem of recognising 3D polyhedral objects
from a single perspective image. A hypothesis-verification paradigm based
on a local shape representation is presented. In the framework, 2D vertices
interpreted as the projection of a trihedral vertex which is a 3D spatial vertex with three line emanating from the tip are employed as seed features for
model invocation and hypothesis generation. To simplify the perspective analysis, Kanatani [7] has proposed an intuitive and elegant technique. Using the
technique, we derive a fourth-degree polynomial for interpreting a trihedral
vertex. The contribution of our solution is that there are no restrictions on angles between the vertex edges. To reduce the number of hypotheses generated
from scene-model vertex assignments, and recover the complete object pose,
we propose a composite feature, namely vertex-CS feature by combining a
trihedral vertex and a V-junction which share a common edge. The geometric
constraint of this composite feature is derived. A matching strategy used in
the recognition system is discussed. The feasibility of the proposed method is
illustrated on real data.

1

Introduction

In general, there are several distinct phases in model-based matching of rigid objects.
Two off-line stages are model generation and model analysis. The former is required
for constructing a CAD-like database of models. The latter is exploited to identify
and organise model features into structures for matching and for developing strategies
for the execution of the matching task. The two main run-time stages are hypothesis
generation and verification. The first of these involves extracting interesting 2D geometric features from an image and then generating possible poses of scene objects
using the geometric cues of the plausible model-scene correspondences. The subsequent object verification process is thus provided with tight constraints on where to
search for confirmatory evidence of model existence. The model verification process
performs a detailed check of the description of the projection of 3D features and 2D
image data, confirming the feature presence and accounting for features which are
not observed. Most of the existing recognition systems which use the above approach
to accomplish the image interpretation task, rely on cues derived from the geometric
relationships between model-scene correspondences [8], [3], [2].
In this paper, we describe a model-based polyhedral object recognition system for
identifying the scene-model correspondences and estimating the poses of the scene
object from a single perspective image. A hypothesis-verification paradigm based
BMVC 1992 doi:10.5244/C.6.61
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on local shape properties is presented. In the framework, trihedral vertices and their
composite with V-junctions are employed as key features for model invocation and
hypothesis generation. There are several reasons for choosing this feature : the
number of vertices extracted from a scene is generally manageable; they are robust
in the presence of moderate noise; they are qualitative invariants over a wide range
of view points [5]; they can constraint the transformation between the model and
camera frames. Although our approach is inspired by Kanatani [7] the proposed
method advances the state of the art in at least three important respects. Firstly, we
demonstrate that the pose of a scene object can be recovered using a very intuitive
formulation, by analytically solving a quartic equation derived from the geometric
constraint of a model-scene vertex pair. Moreover, our method is not restricted to
objects, with 3D vertices involving at least two right angles. Secondly, we have
derived the geometric relationship of a composite feature formed by a vertex and a
V-junction to reduced the search space and recover the translation of the scene object
accurately. Thirdly, the process of estimating the pose of a scene object is broken
down into two stages whereby in the first stage no quantitative information is required
about edge length. Many false hypotheses can be pruned out at this first stage without
the need for full edge visibility. This greatly simplifies the problem of verification.
Many researchers have attempted to solve the problem of determining the pose of
a spatial 3D vertex from its orthographic [5], [6] or perspective [1], [4], [7] projection.
Among these approaches, we find that the formulation and framework proposed by
Kanatani [7] are most elegant and intuitive. However, the analytical solution derived
by him can only deal with a corner with a minimum of two right angles out of three.

2 Solving vertex edge orientations
To determine the relative pose of a scene object with respect a camera frame, we
first concentrate on solving the edge orientations of a spatial vertex measured in the
camera frame. The formulation and analysis of 3D geometric primitive features being

center of projection
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Figure 1: (a) A scene vertex being viewed in general position, (b) A configuration
of a vertex transformed to a canonical position
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viewed under perspective projection in general position is very complicated. Hence,
the geometric meaning of the equations derived from these formulations is in general
implicit and non-intuitive. To resolve the perspective geometry problem, Kanatani
[7] proposed a technique to move scene features to be analysed into an image origin,
namely the canonical position where the analysis of the scene feature can be greatly
simplified. In particular, the difficulty of understanding the perspective projection of
a spatial V-junction can be reduced significantly as the perspective effect is reduced to
orthographic in the canonical position. For example in Fig. l(a), the image angles of
the edges of a spatial V-junction observed under perspective ( 0 P ) and orthographic
( <j>0 ) projection are different in general position. However, the distinction between
these two disappears ( <t>p = <t>0 ) in the canonical position where the optical axis
of the camera intersect the tip of the V-junction ( see Fig. l(b) ). Therefore, the
orientation of the edge N\ = Hi' N\ of a V-junction can be simply expressed as
N* = sin &i cos 0i 1 + sin 9\ sin 0X j + cos 0\k, where &i is the angle between the
edge Ni and an optical axis of a camera and 0X is an orientation of the edge under
perspective or orthographic projection. J? is a standard transformation which maps
an image point to the origin (0,0) (see [7] for more details ).
Having expressed the edge orientations of a V-junction, the 3D true angle an
between the edges N , and N3 shown in Fig. l(b) can easily be written as TV, • JV, =
cos a 12 . Similarly, a system of trigonometric equations can be derived in the same
manner for a spatial vertex shown in Fig. l(b). Replacing the sin 0, and cos 0, in the
resultant equations with -fy and j ^ respectively, where t,• = tan f, for (i = 1,2,3),
we find
(fa - 1) /? if + (fa + 1) (1? + t\ ) - 4 qx ti t2 + (fa - 1) = 0
4

(*2 - 1) A A + (*2 + 1) ( A + A ) - Ql <2 '3 + (*2 - 1) = 0
(*3 - 1) ?i t\ + (fe + 1) (<i + t\ ) - 4 tn h h + (fe - 1) = 0
wherefc,= cos a,,(l ^j3)+i

(1)
(2)
(3)

and <?, = cos(0, - 0(l-mod3)+i)- From Eq.(3), we find that

Substituting this expression for tj into Eq.(2) gives,
(fe - fe) tf tj + (fa + *2) ff - (jfc3 + it2) tj + k3 - i
3

2(< ? 3 ((*2-l)'l + ( * 2 + l ) ) ' l + < 7 2 ( ( l - * 3 K - ( * 3
Substituting back the expression of tz into Eq.(3) yields,
(54 4 + <% A + h. A + <*i '2 + <5o = 0
where,
Si

=

+ 4 (2 {q\ {k\ + 1) + ^2 (^ + 1)) - (*
.5, = 8^ 2 ?3((l-*2fa)-(l+*2fa)«?)/l

(6)
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Equation (1) can be rewritten,
Pi % + p\ h + p 0 - 0

(7)

where, pi = (h - 1) t\ + (ki + 1); px - - 4 qx r,; p0 = (*i + 1) f? + (*i - 1);
and consequently from eq. (7), we get t\ - - £L -^ t£5 . Substituting this expression
for t\ into Eq.(6) yields,
(p\- Popi) PQS4- popi P2&1 + P0P2S2-P280
(2 po Pi - P2) P\ $4 + (p 2 - Po pi) pi <% - p\ p\ h + p\ 8\
Substituting this expression for ti into Eq.(7) we obtain,
t

_

(({pi - 2 po Pi)2 - 2 pi p\)

SO

,g>

+ (3 p 0 Pi - p2) Po Pi <Si

+(p? - 2 po pi) p\ &i - Po Pi ^ ) SA + ((3 po P2 - P2) Pi P\ So
+(p2l - 2 po pi) pi Po $\ - Pi P\ Pi Si) $1
+((p2 - 2 po pi) p\ So - po p\ p\ <5i) Si - px p\ So <5i

+p42S2 + poplS2 + p1op224 + plp2S2 + plS2 = O

(9)

Substituting the known constants <50, <5i,^,^,<54,po,pi andp2 intoEq.(9), we obtain
a polynomial equation of degree 16 with no odd terms in one unknown t \. Replacing
t2 with the trigonometrical | ~ ^ ' ^ | yields the following fourth-degree polynomial in
one unknown cos2(0i) :
A, cos8(0i)+/t3COS6(6>i)+A2cos4(0i)+AiCOS2(6>i) + Ao = ()

(10)

This quartic equation can be solved analytically or using iterative numerical
method, tj and fy can be obtained by substituting fi into Eq.(l) and Eq.(3) respectively. All the solutions of /1, ti and /3 are then verified using the Eq.(2). The
angles between the trihedral vertex edges can be easily determined from the t-formula,
6i = 2 tan"1^,-), where 0 < 0, < n. Many hypotheses can be pruned away during
the recovery of the edge orientations of a vertex leaving very few hypotheses to be
verified. Having determined the vertex edge orientations, we will describe the pose
determination problem in next section.

3 Pose Estimation
Formally, the problem of pose estimation may be defined as follows: Given a set ofN
three dimensional vectors with respect to an inherent object model coordinate system,
and the 2D perspective projection of the corresponding N vectors of a scene object with
respect to a camera frame, estimate the relative rotation RMC and the translation
vector TMC to define the relationship between the object model and camera frame.
To solve this problem, we first concentrate on solving the relative rotation transform
consisting of three degrees of freedom. The translation vector can easily be recovered
once the former is determined. Consider the perspective geometry of a camera model
depicted in Fig. 2(a), the image plane is assumed to be in front of the center of
projection so as to acquire an upright scene image. The focal length, foe is the
normal distance from the center of projection to the image plane. Based on the above
configuration, the position of the scene vertex Ps can be expressed in a camera frame
centered at the origin E as Ps = RMC Pw + TMC, where RMC is the relative
orientation between the model and camera frame and TMC is a translation vector. In
the next subsections, we will describe the methods for computing these parameters.
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3.1

Relative Rotation

To determine the relative rotation, we decompose the rotation transform into modelto-vertex RMV and camera-to-vertex Rev transforms. Consider the edges of a
trihedral vertex £;, i = 1,2,3, described with respect to an object model coordinate
system. An orthogonal vertex-based frame can be constructed by using the GramiA Et • M;
Schmit orthogonalization process, M[ — £, - ^
^ M-, and then normalised
to obtain unit vectors M, = ITOW. The transformation RMV of vertices Pw with
respect to an object model coordinate system to vertices Pv with respect to a vertexbased coordinate system ( see Fig. 2(a) ) can be expressed as PY = RMVPw
(mix
m.\y mu \
mix mzy ni2Z . Having determined the edge orientations of
mix

miy

m^z J

a vertex in the canonical position, the orientations of the edges in the scene can
be recovered by N, = & Nit i = 1,2,3, which are described with respect to the
camera coordinate system. An orthogonal vertex-based frame is constructed using
'-1 N-. C'
the corresponding recovered edges by taking C- = N,- — ^
' * Cj, and then
normalised to obtain unit vectors C, = TT£W. The transformation Rev of vertices
Pi with respect to a camera coordinate system, which is centered at the origin of the
world coordinate system O, to vertices Pv with respect to a vertex-based coordinate
/ C\x

system can be expressed as Pv = Rev

P; where Rev

—

C\y

Cu \

cix ciy ciz

V c3z c 3 > c 3 z /
Having determined RMV and Rev, the rotation transform which maps an object
model Pw to the scene feature point P's with respect to the camera coordinate system,
which is centered at the origin O of the model frame can be written as P's = RMC PW

where RMc = RCv

3.2

x

RMV-

Translation

To determine the translation from an object model to a scene, one of the three line
segments of an image vertex must be the projection of the full edge of a spatial
3D vertex. We will defer a detailed description of this issue to Section 4. Here
we shall assume that one of the line segments of length /, is the true projection
of an edge of length L,- of a spatial vertex in canonical position. The orientation
of the edge orientation 0, can be evaluated from the solution derived in Section 2.
The positional vector Z), of the tip of the vertex in canonical position can be easily
expressed as Di = 0 i + 0 j + Li ( ^ sin 0, — cos 0;)£, where foe is the focal
length of the camera. Let the positional vector of the tip of the corresponding model
vertex be Dm. The translation from the model to the scene can then be computed
using, TMC = R A - RMC Dm Having determined the complete pose of the
scene object, the results can be employed for predicting the description of the the 2D
scene features in the verification phase of the recognition system. In the next section,
we will introduce a feature primitive which can be reliably used for computing the
translation vector. Furthermore, the geometric constraint of the composite feature
will be derived.
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Figure 2: (a) A simplified pin-hole camera, (b) A composite vertex-CS feature

4 Composite Vertex-CS feature
To determine the translation from an object model to a scene, one of the three line
segments of an image vertex must be the projection of the full edge of a spatial 3D
vertex. In order to select at least one plausible line segment of a vertex extracted
from a real image, we introduce a primitive, namely vertex-CS feature, by combining
a vertex and a V-junction which share a common line segment as shown in Fig. 2(b).
This feature description can be reliably extracted from image data. The common
line ab of the vertex-CS feature is taken as the true projected 3D edge AB as the
V-junctions a and b are most simply interpreted as the projections of the two spatial
vertices A and B respectively. The geometric constraint imposed by the vertex-CS
feature can be employed to discard the inconsistent hypotheses generated from the
model-scene vertex pairs.
Now, we shall derive the geometric constraint of the composite vertex-CS feature.
The edge orientation iV,, N, and N3 of the vertex at the canonical position a can be
determined by solving the equations described in Section 2. All the edge orientations
N* are represented as unit vectors. To analyse the V-junction B of the composite
feature, the camera is transformed to a new canonical position by pointing the optical
axis to the vertex B. In another words, transforming the V-junction b to the origin
of the image plane. Let S?ob be the standard transform which maps the image point
b to a. The edge orientations N*, N* and N* under the new canonical position
B can then be written as (§?^6 - ^ 0 , ( 8 ^ , , iVa) and (R£ t N3) respectively, where t
denotes a transpose. The angle a ^ of the vertex can be expressed as a dot product
N* • N* = COS(TT- a\t). After some manipulation, the angle 9*A between the edge
N* and the optical axis can be expressed as :
0"A - COS"

CC\A)

(11)

Where n - n"u cos <j>l + n"ly sin <p"A. The edge angle &l can be determined by substitut-
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ing the projected edge angle </>l and the true 3D angle of the vertex B into the Eq.(l 1).
The solutions can then be substituted into the equation, /? = cos " ' ( n ^ n ^ A • N*)
, which is the angle between the normal TV* x N* and the edge N*. The measured
angle p should correspond to the pre-computed angle /? of the hypothesised model.
The model-scene vertex pair hypotheses which agree with angle /? will be considered
in the verification. It is worth noting that the geometric constraint imposed by the
composite feature does not require quantitative information about the edge length.
In the next section, we will discuss the matching strategies used for recognising
polyhedral objects from a single perspective image.

5 Matching Strategy
Several modules are integrated into our system to accomplish the task of polyhedral
object recognition. They can be briefly described as follows. Vertices extracted from
the image satisfy some predefined criteria such as junction region size, the length
of the radiating line segments and the angles between them. In order to control the
combinatorial explosion associated with unconstrained association of model-scene
vertex pair assignments, high quality vertices with small region size, relatively long
segments and reasonable angle sizes between them are extracted from the given scene
first. All 3 possible combinatorial assignments of corresponding edges between a
model and image vertex are considered. Scene vertices which match the geometric
configuration of at least one vertex stored in the model base will be considered in
the subsequent process. The model with at least one vertex satisfying the geometric
constraints will be registered as a consistent interpretation.
The remaining vertex candidates will be employed to provide a tight constraint
on where to search for V-junctions which share one of three line segments of the
feasible vertices. When searching for plausible V-junctions to form feasible composite
features, scene vertices were processed in the descending order of their line length.
If no plausible composite features are found, we can then relax the threshold on the
junction region size of the V-junctions. In the very worst case, we may treat those
T-junctions when one of the vertex line segments is either the cap or the bar, as
required V-junction. The pose of hypothesised object models is then estimated using
the geometric relationships derived from the model and scene composite features.
A simple visibility test is performed on the residual hypotheses. A trihedral vertex
which is interpreted as a scene vertex should contain at least two visible surfaces
otherwise the associated hypothesised model can be removed from the candidate list
for further consideration.
The 2D description of each backprojected model is compared with the features
extracted from the image. First, we count the number of 2D junctions of the hypothesised objects that overlap a junction extracted from the scene image. Two junctions
are said to be overlapping if they are within a proximity threshold value and their
angles and orientation match to an allowable tolerance. After comparing every projected junction of the hypothesised objects with the 2D junctions extracted from the
scene, the hypotheses with the greatest number of matched junctions will be invocaked. The aim of this stage is to select the hypothesis with the greatest number
of features overlapping with the scene data. To achieve this, the nearest scene line
from each projected 2D model line length is identified. If it is within an allowable
threshold, then the line length is divided by the corresponding projected line length.
These computed quotients are then summed up and divided by the number of visible
projected edges of the hypothesised model yielding the confidence measure for each
hypothesis.
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6 Experimental Results
Real images were employed to test the reliability, robustness and computational efficiency of the polyhedral recognition system described in this paper. The model and
camera frames employed in all the experiments are designated as right-handed coordinate system. There are two pyramid models and a roof model used in this experiment
( see Fig. 3(a)). The images were taken with a standard CCD camera. Fig. 3(b) and
(c) show the grey-level image and lines extracted by Hough process, respectively. In
this example, 15 vertices identified from the scene are shown in Fig. 3(c) marked
Tn. Some of these vertices, were generated by extraneous lines due to effects such
as shadowing. All the vertices of each model were compared exhaustively with each
vertex extracted from the test scene. The number of admissible solutions generated
from matching the pyramid model #1, #2 and the roof model #3 against all the scene
vertices are 243, 256 and 313, respectively. In some cases, there were no feasible
solutions found when establishing the geometrical relationships between individual
vertices of the pyramid models and the scene vertices. For hypothesised candidates
which do satisfy the geometrical constraint of a model-scene vertex pair, the grouping
process generates feasible composite features around the line segments of the scene
vertices. In this example, 59 vertex-CS composite features were extracted from the
scene. These composite features were checked using the geometric constraint.
Hypotheses remaining after applying the vertex-CS geometric constraint and simple visibility test for the model #1, #2 and #3 were reduced by about 55.6%, 57.8%
and 66.8%, respectively. Using the information of the vertex-CS composite feature,
the poses of all the admissible hypotheses were computed and their 2D predictions
were compared with the geometric primitives such as line segments and V-junctions
extracted from the scene shown in Fig. 3(c). Both the correct and wrong candidates were generated and their confidence measures or the close correspondence
between backprojected model lines and lines extracted from a given scene image
were computed. Some of the incorrect hypotheses generated from the pyramid and
roof model-scene vertex assignments are shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e) respectively.
In this instance, the pyramid model #2 and the roof model #3 matched the scene
object #2 and #5 correctly. The number of matched junctions in each case are 5 ( out
of 6 ) and 6 ( out of 7 ) respectively. The confidence measures of both cases are are
90.2% and 86.8%. Unfortunately, in the case of computing the confidence measures
for the hypotheses generated from the matching of model pyramid #1 against scene
vertices, the most plausible candidate among the admissible solutions generated by
matching against scene vertex Ti was 5.6% lower than the best hypothesis ( 81.7%
) generated from matching model #1 against the scene vertex T%. Many experiments
were performed using the test scene containing the two pyramid models. The two
pyramid models always matched to the scene pyramid with better quality 2D features.
This was due to the fact that the 2D descriptions of the two pyramid models under
perspective projection were very similar. Futhermore, the 2D description of the scene
object #1 was degraded significantly relative to the scene object #2. In this case, the
correct hypothesis can only be found if the distance from the camera to the table top
is known a priori. The computed furthest distance for the five hypothesised pyramid
models for object # 1 at the top of the list differed from the edge of the table by a factor
of two. We acknowledge that in general the distance to the table from the the camera
may not be known in advance. However, the correct model for the scene pyramid
object #1 could only be identified by making this extra assumption. Fig. 3(f) shows
the superimposed models onto the scene objects using the computed transformation.
Next, the proposed method was explored on a cluttered scene shown in Fig. 4(a).
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The target objects are the pyramid and the roof model. They are labelled with SI
and S2 respectively ( see Fig. 4(a) ). One of the two visible trihedral vertices of
the roof model was occluded by a "computer mouse". There are 8 vertices extracted
from this scene ( see Fig. 4(b)). The numbers of hypotheses generated by matching
pyramid #2 and roof model #3 vertices against the scene vertices were 84 and 119
respectively. Some of the incorrect hypotheses generated from the roof model-scene
vertex assignments are shown in Fig. 4(c). After applying vertex-CS constraints, the
number of hypotheses for each case were reduced by 42.9% and 68.1%, respectively.
The correct models for the scene objects were identified. The confidence measures for
each case were 72.6% and 66.1%. The superimposed models onto the scene objects
using the computed transformation are shown in Fig. 4(d).

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a paradigm based on local shape properties for
identifying the scene-model correspondences and estimating the poses of the scene
object from a single perspective image. In the framework, vertices and composite
vertex-CS feature are employed as seed features for model invocation and hypothesis
generation. We have derived an analytical quartic equation for describing geometric
relationships of a model-scene vertex pairs, with not restriction on the angles between
vertex edges. We have introduced a vertex-CS feature of which the effectiveness
and the geometric constraint are presented. Using the seed features, Many false
hypotheses can be pruned away without concerns about full edge visibility which
greatly simplifies the problem of computational intensive verification process. The
experimental results reported confirm the feasibility of the proposed paradigm.
Clearly, the robustness of the method depends entirely on the extraction of the
vertices and composite features. Some features may however be missing due either to
occlusion or inadequate low-level processing. To cope with these problems, the low
confidence or poor quality features can be enhanced by modifying the thresholds on
proximity and orientation checks. However, if the tolerance is too large, the number
of features extracted from a scene may cause the model-scene correspondences to
grow exponentially. This is one of the important issues which can be solved by
developing an adaptive control mechanism for providing an interactive environment
between the matching phase and low-level or feature grouping process.
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